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1.

_ti,BSTRACT.

A modified form, developed in this laboratoryt of the
f'urna.ce methed for separating radiu..rn emanation from rocks
originally devised by J • •Joly, is deseri bed. In the new method

the reek is heated with a flux in a nickel crucible by means
of & gas flame, the carbon dioxide produced is removed by a
sodium hydroxide solution,. anci the emanation is introauced

into an electroscope. The procedure is simpler than that of
Joly and gives better results.
~esults

of tests of this method and of Joly's method are

eiven.
~:;ome

ree.ults of 1S$~:;f;# determinationa of th.e ru.1ium con-

tent of various rocks are given.
Su.cgestions for further improvern.e:J.t of the method e.re pre-

sen.tea...

2.

Since the discovery of radioactivity. the activity of
rocks has been a. matter of great interest,

espec~ally

since

it has beenfound that practically all rocks contain a small
amount of radioactive su'bstances. The d.etermi':1ation of the
activity of ordinary rocks {not radioactive ores) offers con-

siderable difficulty, however, on account of the very &nall
amounts of substances to be measured.

One of the radioacti,re elements, rad.ium 1 has the special

advantage that it has a faitly long-lived gaseous active emanation which can be separated from it and led into an electroseope where it can exert to the full its ionizing powers.
Hence raa.ium can be measured in extremely small quantities.

It is this element :8tlone whose measurement is discussed in
this paper.
The greatest difficulty encounterecl in determini 1.g the
in
radiwn content of rocks isAthe removal of the emanation from
0

the rock.
been u8ed:

1

.l:vVO

for

accomplishi~s

this have

the solution methoa, i i which the rock is put

into so 1ut ion i·tnd the 0rncn1.n.t i0n remo1rod. frora the solution by
boiling, and. the furnace method 11 in vvhich the emanation is
remo\rec1 cli rectly from the rock 1Jy heating. r.rhe former is wid.e-

ly used, but is time-consuming and alloNs many possibilities

of error. (A good description. of th.is methoc1 Nill be fou·1d in
a oauer by s. C. Lind. 1 }
.A:

....

r::he attempt to remove the emanation from a rock by heat
was made very early. At first the rock was simply heated to
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a

~igh

temperature,

~enerally

by means of a carbon resistance

furnace or an arc. Methods of this type are described by
Strutt 2·, Boltwood 3 , and Fletcher4 • They were found to @e unsatisfactor~

because of incomplete and uncertain removal of

the emanation.
The first method using a flux to bring the rock into so5

lution while heating was devised by J. Joly in 1911. In two
later papers 6 ' 7 he gives some results obtained and some discussion of the method. A complete description of the apparatus and procedure used will be found in Joly's 1911 paper
and in a thesis by J. L. Bohn8 •. A short clescription of the

#;#ih'k#tfiiV/dNUJ apparatus is

gi1ren later h1 this paper, in con-

nection with the results obtained in testing this method.
'Ihe chief objectionable features in this method are:

the rubber bag used as a gas reservoir probably adsorbs some
of the emanation; since rub1;er is known to be an adsorbent
for emanation; the soda lime tube may also take up some emanation, and is a 1rery uncertai:1. agent for rerno1ring the oarbon
dioxide from the 5ases. especially when it has already been
used several times; the eleotrio :fu.rnace is trou"\)lesome to
handle and ex,pensive, requiring a plati,,mm crucible and. plat-

inum resistance wire.
j~

i th those things in

mind
}~¥ing

, ancl havL1g inade enou.:;h exper-

iments Ni th the Joly apparatus to be comrinced that it could
be improved, the attempt

w~s

made to devise a different meth-

od, aimimg at consistency of results,
and inexpensiveness.

simplicity~

portability,

4.
The result, while capable of further improvement 9 seems to
represent an actual advance over the former method, judging
from the

result~

obtained in this laboratory.

Another modification of the furnaG1te method has been developed very recently by c. s. Piggot 9 ,!1.0 at the Geophysical
Laboratory, Washington, D.C.

He uses a resistance furnace

similar to that used by Joly but much larser, and replaces the
soda lime and the rubber bag by a sodium hydroxide solution
and a mercury displacement gasholder. The results obtained
are no better

f'fJ.iJI.

than those obtained with the apparatus de-

scribed in this paper, and the apparatus is much more cumbersome and very expensive.

It is possible that with further

developement this metbod will be capable of very great accuracy, but it will hardly come into general use :for the reasons
given above.
The suggestion has been made that it'"WOllld be much simpler to determine the radioactiYity of rock• by a measua;ement
of the penetratinB; gamma rays emitted, thus obviating the
necessity of removing the emanation from the rocks. This has
been tried by Dorsey 11 and Ludewig 12 and has been found to
be insufficiently sensitive to detect the very small qu.antities of radioactive sustances with which one deals in working
with ordinary rocks.
The investigation described in this paper has been under-

taken primarily for geological reasons. It'"is thought that
. the variations in the radium content of the rocks in a region
may serve as an indicator for showing the relationships of

the various geological formations in the region. Much work

will be necessary

before it oan be determined whether this

ide&i. has any value, and. it is obviously necessary, in order
to carry out this work, to have a simple and quick method
for making determinations of the activity of rocks. Th.is may

develop into a geological method o:f great value.

DESCRIJ?T ION OE APPARATUS.
(See Plate l. }

The furnaee is at C, D is a trap to collect water 00ming

from the melt, E is an absorption tube containing a solution
of sodium hydroxide, F is a small condenser, G is a gasholder,
K and L are drying tubes containing concentrated sulphuric
a,cid and phos2horus pentoxide respectively, and 0 is an elec-

troscope.
The cycle of operations is, roughly:

with stopcocks A

and H: closed, the melj: is heated in the furnaoe, carbon dioxide b°ein~ generated and ·being absorbed in- E. Une.bsor'bed gases

collect in G, which is so arranged that the system is kept

under reduoed pressure. Meanwhile the electroscope has been

eva0uated through P, which is now closed and N opened • .As soon
as G is empty 1 the stopoock on its exit tube is closed, the

whole system allowed to stand st low pressure for a while to
remove as much gas as possible from the melt, and then A is
opened and the electroscope allowed to fill slowly while the
solution in E is allowed to boil gentlyt the steam formed con-
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derising in F. The liquid in D is also boiled_. jfhen gas':hss

ceased to enter the electroscope, the stopcock H is turned
so as to connect the electroscope to the atmosphere, allowing
a little more air to enter.
Then the leaf of the electroscope is charged, allowed to
stand 30 minutes, its position read, allowed to-nstand 60 min-

utes, and its position read again. The difference bet·vveen these
readings 9 minus tile "zero leakn, is the leak for the sample

being investigated. The zero leak is determined by filling
the electroseope Nith. air, charging, and taking two readings
at intervals of 30 minutes, multiplying the resulting <:lifference by two. This is done before every determination, as the
zero leak is found. to vary somewhat.

(It is not

neces~ss.ry

to

take the zero leak over the full period of one hour because
O' ppr- ec /ex

ply

the rate of leak does not vary" ·1vi th time. as is

tu

case with

the leak due to ra.diQm emanation.)
Details of apparatus.
The furnace.

(See Plate 2.) (Actual size.)

:his consists of a nickel crucible C and a steel cover A.
The cover is held on by a stee 1 ring B and ten screvrn. It

makes contact
_face, ensurir1g

~ith

fl;lff.#:

the crucible by means of a spherical suran air-tight joint.

the crucible by pressins between two
fully annealing to prevent cracki:g.g

A flance is rn.acle on

co~ioal

og

dies, after care-

the nickel. (r.lhe cruci-

. ble~ of 75 cc. cs.pacity, is from the Bra.u..r1 Corporation, Los
Angeles.) Two steel tubes screwed into the cover serve as en-
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ttance and exit tubes for gases. D is a system of two nickel
baffle plates to keep heat from the cover, and is supported
by a nickel scre\v and. two nickel bushings; holes are drilled

in the plates opposite the entranaes of the tubes, to allow
free circulation of gases v'Vhen "sweeping outn the furnace.
The furnace is supported on a tripod. Across this is laid
a sheet of asbestos. then two metal bars (shown in cross section), and over these a second sheet of

asbestos~

The heating

is done by a Fisher burner E, which is provided Yvi th a IHJ!/11-fb/r
compressed-air blast. F is a eylinder of asbestos which serves
as a shield against

IMHUJ,

heat escape and increases the temper-

ature attainable; it is supported by nichrome vvires shown as

dashed lines.
Connection is made to the furnace by two pieces of Pyrex
tubing which fit over the ends of the steel tubes o.nd are
fastene<i with sealing wax. The cover of the furnace is kept
cool by dripping water into the space formed by a circular
flange on the upper surface. 'rhe stream of tJooling ·vvater is
regulated so that the rate of flow is just equal to the rate
of evaporation from the furnace. Distilled. water is used to
avoid the formation of scale.
The sodium hydroxide tube.

(See ?late 3.)

This is made of Pyrex in the shape shown.

~he

little inde-

tations along the top cause bubbles of gas to travel slowly
along the tube, making the absorption of carbon dioxide more
aomplete.

'Ihe bulb on the right end is to prevent the solu-

s.
tion from

l#Hl.i/i

being drawn into the furnace in case there

is a back-flow of gas; the enlargement on the left is to
facilitate the boiling of the solution, which takes place
vvi th a current of gas

left.

passi~g

through the tube from right to

A special funnel, shown in

th~

diagram, is used for

putting the solution into the tube. (The dashed. line in the
diagram shows the level of the solution. It consists of 10

grams of sodium hydroxide dissolved

II# in 120 cc. of distilled

water. A new charge is used for each determination.)
The gasholder.

(~late

3.)

This is sufficiently explained by the drawing. The purpose
of the double-walled outer vessel is to decrease the amoant
of mercury required. The movable pert is held upright by a
string attached to the upper portion and passing over a pulley
to a small cou-nterweight. (A pressure less than atmospheric
is automatically maintained in this gasholder because of the
mercury displaced by the movable part. )
The drying tubes.
The sulphuric acid in K needs to be renewed occasionally
when it Eets
dark due to orP:an:i.c
dust oarriecl into it. '.2h8
._,

'

phosphorus pentoxide in in L lasts a very long time. It is
important to pack cotton •vool in the sille of L

~-iext

to the

electroscope to prevent any phosphorus pentoxide from being
carried· into the latter.
'ihe volume of the gaseous space in the vrh.ole system» ex-

eluding the electroscope, is L70 cc.

The electroscope.
The electroscope is of a type designed by

c.

T. R. Wilson,

in which the gol'd leaf is suspended within the emanation chamber. A description will be found in the original paper by
Nilsonl3 and in the thesis by Bohn mentioned above.
The position of the leaf is determined by a Leitz reading microscope.

The leaf is charged to a potential of about

300 volts by means of a charging device consisting of a vari~he

abli condenserj a 90 volt battery. and a key.

i

device is

operated by charging the condenser and then decreasing its
capacity until the leaf reaches the proper potential. then
insulating the leaf.
The volur.ae of the electroscope is 1250 c@.
It is necessary that the leaf be charged at least ten
minutes before readings are taken, otherwise an abnormally
large leak will be observed, on aecount o:f neleetrical seepa.gen

into the quartz insulation.
Nith the potential used it will be found that the electro-

scope will discharge suddenly while it is being evacuated;
this occurs at a pressure of about 1 mm. and is due tm·1a discharge through the residual gas.

DETAILS OF PROCEDURE.
E~acuate

electroscope~

refill with air through cock Ht

and charge, closing N. Meanwhile "Veigh out sample, mix v;rith
flux in crucible. prepare sodium hydroxide solution and fill
absorbing tube, and assemble apparatus.

~ith

all air out of
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G,elose cocks Hand A and open cock on G. The run can now begin;
following this schedule:

O:OO-

Start heatins crucible gently. (Increase the temper-

ature gradually until 0;45, when it should be at its maximum
of about 1000°

c. ;

it should be kept at this temperature

until 1:00.)
0:05-

Read electroscope.

0:35-

Read electroscope. The difference between these read-

ings, multiplied by two, gives the nzero lea.kn.
uating electroscope through P.
0:45-

Start evac0

Turn H so as to aonununioate between G and

f,

close J?

and open N, using the pino'h.eock M to regulate the flo·vv of air.

As soon as the mercury in G comes above the stopcock, close
this stopcock. Allow the whole system to remain under reduced
pressure for about three minutes, then close M, open A {using
B to keep the flow from being too rapid) and, as soon as the
system reaches atmospheric pressure. open M slightly. Vith a
slow stremn of air passing through the apparatus into the
electroscope and water passing through F, boil the solution
in E gently with a Bunsen flame. Also boil the water in D
and drive out any moisture

1Hk# in the tube

#rift.I

lead.ing to the

furnace by means of the flame.
1:00-

By this time the filling of the electroscope should be

complete. Turn H so as to communicate with the atmosphere,
charge the leaf, and then close N. Take apparatus apart and
clean E, D, and C thoroughly.

11.

1~30-

Read electroscope.

2:30-

~ead·electroscope.

The difference between these readzngs

gives the ntotal' leak" for the sample. Clean out electroscope
by drawing air throuii. H for

a vvhile,. then eva.cuat ing and re-

filling.

It is necessary to wait at least three hours between determinations in order to allow the active deposit formed in the

electroscope to disintegrate. ·;.rhen only one electroscope· is
available it is better not to attempt more than two determinations in jf a day.
(The procedure given above is not necessarily the best
possible procedure; perhaps a different time schedule would
give~

better results. The schedule given is simply one that

has been tried and found to give satisfactory results. The
same is true of the amounts of sample and flux used ...l\.n investigation in which the effect of varying these factors
is determined would be of, some value.)

TD FLUX! SIZE OF S.AMPLBa ETC.
Three grams was_ found to be a good size for the sample,
and, in order to keep conditions uniform, this was kept constant in all of the work done. The flux used consists of sodium carbonate, pota.ssmum

carbonate~

portions of 2:2:1 by v1eight.

each sa.J:pple.

and boric acid. in the pro-

20 grams of this are usea for
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The rock samples are prepared by grinding the rock ia an
iron mortar·and sifting through a 60-mesh screen.
Considerable trouble was experienced with some of the
rocks which came from an oil well core. the effect being that
the crucible developed cracks when these rocks were used. It
ws.s found that these rock Nere incompletely oxidized and con-

tained traces of sulphides, the sy:lphur attacking the nickel
crucible. This trouble qas overcome by

(l

gram) of

pot~lssium

~dding

a small amount

chlorate to the melt ·vhen vvorking with

these rooks.

THE STANDAHDS.
'.i:wo stanc1ard.s vvere used..

First, a stanrlard uranium ore

(Carnotite) put up by the Denver :Pire Clay Coio and containing 1. 58;% uranium. and second,. a standard rad.ium solution
from the -:Z:i.aclium Institute of Chicago cotrtah1irig 4. 87xlo- 11
grams of raa.ium per cc.

Since 1 gram of uranium contains in

equili 'brium with it 3. 4xlo- 7 grams of radium, the standard.

ore contains 5.37xlo-12 grams of radium per milligram.
~hes~

two

sta~dards

have been compared by Mr. J. L. Bohn

and found to agree with one another.
A correction must be made for the

11

emanating po,vver 1r of

the standard ore, that is, for the fraction of the emanation
produced. by the ore which is £)-'ren up to the

~3-ir

and hence

lost. 'Ihe determination of the amount of this correction is
described later.
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THEO RY OF 11HE TvffiTB.O D.

The bssic as,sum,?,tion of this method of c1etermining the
radium content of rocks is thut the fraction of the total
amount of emanation 9resent

emane t ion.

ivTakinc; thi.s

J/ fl IJ JI J.' ,:.t .<.JI
·JT/i.f/LJ:'i;'r/i~i"Z

~Hrnumpt ior1~

)

Hl a me 1 c
0

.I.

1~ho,t

co cs

anr1 find in.g the leiJ.}:: du. e

to a rock sample

and that due to the same wnount of the same

rock plus a

s.mount of stand.ard. ore, one can calculate

kn0Yt1

the radium content or[ the rock.

~3.inco

the ·,vhole melt becomes

a homogeneous mass, and the amou-r1t of material in t

st an-

d.ard used (about 10 mg.) is small, this a;3sumption seems to
be susceptible to no objections.
l:he results of oali brat i:~1g the apparatus

grams of rarJium i.n the melt

corros~Jon<1ing

;;i.;3

explaine(i

to one division per

hour leak of the electroscope. ihere is no a priori reason
h
that tis should be the same for different rocks, but it ~as

"

found to be the same for all of the rocks.

tried~

vlithin the

limits of error of the calibration. .I.:his ind. icat013 that the
1

fraction of the emanation remo,red from the melt is indepenclen.t

of the nature of the melt; in faet, the e\ridence is that the

removal is nearly complete in all cases.
A calibration of the electroscope directly in terms of
emanation was made also. (This does not enter directly into
the determination of of the activity of rocks. but is necessary in the determination of the emanating power of the stan-
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d_ard. A tube, shown in full size o;n Elate 3, was made of Py.rex.

One co_. of the standard_ radium solution was put into

it together ·rvi th ,about ten cc. of ·water, which vvas boiled
gently vv-ci.th a slow current of air p.sssin.g through, and then
both ends were sealed.
ger

After a measured time interval the lar-

end was connected to the system at F . . th2. seals broken,

and the electroscope filled through it while the solution ·Has
boiled.

Thus a known a.mount of emanation was introduced. into

the electroscope.

The same thing was done connecting the em-

anat ion tube at D, boiling for ten minutes vvhi1e air was drawn

through it into G, then boiling the solution in 3 as when making a determination on a rock. 1Ihus the amount of loss of em~nation

in E was determined.

Determination of the ernanat in$ power of the stand.ard·.
A weighed amoant of the standard ore ·was put into into a

glass tube, which was sealed and allowed to stand for a measured length of tLoe. Then the seals were broken and a slow
stream o:f air drawn through the tulJe into t>1e electrmscope,

and the resulting leak observed. Jrom

t~is

and the absolute

oali "oration of the electroscope the amou.nt of emanation gi"ren

kl.own; the

equilibrium amount can be eel cu lat eel. J:he ema.n-

ating povver is theh

the ratio of th~is amount to the knov.m

total amount of emanation in equilibrium with the standard.
The amount which is obtained when a sample of standard is
used for calibrating the apparatus is simply the a.mount occluded in the oreJ which is obtained by multiplying the cal-
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culated total amount by one minus the emanating power.

RSSULTS.
1.

A~solute

calibration of electroscope.

In each of these determinations 1 cc. of the stand.ard
solution w-as used.

1 and 2 were obtained with one 1 cc. sam-

ple, 3 and 4 with another •. In 2 and 4 the sod.ium hydroxide

tube was used.
(In giving the results, only the differences between the
total and the zero leaks will be given. The zero leak is generally about 0.30 divisions per hour. In the table below,

r

is the ratio of the number of curies of emanation introduced
to the number of divisions leak.)

no.

time of standing

curies emanation
34.6xio- 12

leak

r

3.52

9.83xio- 12

1

6d. 2lh.

2

14d. 2h.

44.9

n

3.99

11.24

ft

3

12d. Oh.

43.0

fl

4.92

8.75

TT

4

lOd. lh.

40.8

"

4.13

9.88

H

ratio r 1 /r 2 is o.875,

r 3 /r 4 is 0.885,

mean o.sao.

~ io- 12 •
me an o·f r 1 an d r 3 1· s 9 • ox
Therefore the absolute value of r 1111 for the electroscope
-12
is 9.3xl0
, and the amount of loss in the sodi1L~ hydroxide

tube is 12~%.
The fact that tBe ratios r 1 /r 2 and r 3 /r 4 agree better than
r 1 and r 3 indicates that the greatest error is in the measuring -0ut of the sample with a lac. pipet.
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2. Emanating power of standard ore.
Height of sample

17. 0 mg.

time of standing

· 14 days.

leak

4.86;

corrected to infinite time of standing

5.28.

therefore amount of emanation given up is 49.lxlo-12 curies.
12
total a.mount of emanatio:O. prod.uced is 91. 4x:locuries.

Therefore the emanating power is 0.533. and §~Ii the correction factor by which the amount of standard used in calibratorpparafus
ing the eleetroseope should be multiplied is 0.467.
3. Calibration of apparatus under actual operating conditions.

(Weight of rock sample is 3 grams in each case. )
Rock no. 1.

A. rock and flux.
values of leak:

0.48 9 0.41, 0.44, 0.42.

o. 44.

mean:

B. rock, flux, and standard ore.
mg.

standard

leak

leak due to standard

18.5

5.60

5.16

9.00xlo- 12

11.5

4.64

4.20

6.88

8.5

3.26

2.82
Mean value of k is 7.82xlo- 12 •

7.57

k

n

Rock no. 2.

A.

values of leak: 0.36, 0.37:

mean 0.37.

B.
mg. standard

leak

leak due to standard

10.6

3.49

3.12

s. 5;3x10- 12

12.2

4.39

4.02

7.62

Mean value of k is 8.08xl0- l~ •

k

TV
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Roek no. 3.
·A.

values of leak: 0.37, 0.40;

mean 0.39.

B.
mg. standard

leak

leak d.ue to standard

11.8

3.95

3.56

8.31x10-12

10.5

3.39

3.00

8.78

k

If

Mean value of k is 8.60xl0- 12 •
Rock no. 4.

A.

v&lues of leak:

0.49~

0.48;

mean 0.49.

B.
mg. standard

leak

leak due to standard

k

9.0

3.10

2.91

7.78xlo- 12

17.9

6.27

5.78

7.78

"

Mean value of k is 7. 78xlo- 12 •
(Petrological descriptions of the rocks will be given later.)

The variation of the results when the standard is present
is seen to be greater than that when the rock alone is used.
This is probably due to the large value of the emanating power
of the standard, consiserable variations in the amount of emanation lost being possible when the total loss

ms

so large.

Since the fluctuation among different values of k obtained
for a single rock is as large as that among values obtained
for different rocks, it is impossible to say whether there is
an intrinsic difference in this eonstant for different rocks;

but it can be concluded that such a differeence is less than
the limit of accuracy at present attained.

Hence' the mean of
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all the values of k obtained above vdll be used in calcul ting
the fadium contents of the rock samples dealt with in this paper. This mean value of k is

8.07xl0-12.

4. Other general results.
To determine the effect of very fine grinding oft a rock.
some of rock no. 1 was ground in an agate mortar to a very
fine powder and the leak due to a 3-gram sample determined.
It was founi to be 0.40. This is less than that for the rock
not finely ground, indicating that there is some loss of emanation in the fine-grinding process.

The leak due to the flux alone was determined by making
a run with no rock or standard in the furnace. The resulting

leak

was less than 0.01, showing that the radioactive con-

tamiaation of the apparatus and chemicals is negligible. The
same vvas found to ,be true for the potassium chlorate used.

The add.i tion of

l gram of

pota.ssiwn chlorate

to the flux

was found to have no effect on the leak produced by a sample
of an igneous rock, but increased the

#4/.

leak produced by the

incompletely oxidized sulphur-containing rocks by about 15%,
bringing the value of k for these rocks to the same value as
that,for the igneous rocks. mt is possible that a substance

s

i~

formed by these rocks under reducing conditions which is

capable of adsorbing emanation.
Potassium nitrate and potassium bichromate were also tried
~s

o:x:idiztng agents; the former produces nitric oxide which

causes trouble in the electroscope, the latter has a tendency
to attack the crucible.

l q..,

.

$ome runs were ma.a.e ·Ni th the ;::;tandard. ancl flux alone; to
a.et.ermine the effect of the presence cf the rock. Tlle resu1 ts
were:

me,. standard
5.8

lea.I~

k

1.75

8.32xl0 -12

12.5
/l

-j:,.

8.04

("

7.87

1.53

b

q

mea:n Yalu.e of
-12
k is 8.08xl0
•

Since the value of k is the same as that obtained with a

rock present, it is eoncluded that the rock has no mmportant
effect on the removal of the emanation from the melt.
In case work is done with very active samples, it may be
necessary to decrease the period. over which the leak is ta.ken

to

-1

hour.

Ni th this in mind, several cleterminations of the

ratio of the 1-hour leak to the le.ak during th.e fi -rst half
hour of this period were made.

such determinations is

The mean ratio given by eleven

2.oa.

A determination was made of the emanating power of one of
the rock samples (no 0 4 was chosen because it is a finely-divfde:d_ S:htfie which might be expected to ha,re ·a large emanating

power.)

t:P,an ftl

The result showed that the emanating power was less

2%,

and therefore negligible in comparison with other

sources of error.
5.

~esults

Before the

with electric furnace.
appara~tus

described above was developed, the
author was vvorking with an electric furnace built by Bohn8
~ccording to the design of Joly5 • In this apparatus the melt
is heated in an electrical resistance furnace. the carbon di-

20.

o~ide ~reduced

cess gas

being absorbed in a soda-lime tube and the ex-

co~lecting

in a rubber @ag.

The rest of the proced-

u.re is essentially the same, the same electroscope being used.
This made method was found to be unsatisfactory, and many
changes were tried.
some.

#fi

The sode-lime tube was especially trouble-

When the sodium hydroxide absorbing tube described

above had been made, it was decided to make a final test of
the electric furnace using this tube in place of the sodalime tube.

It was impossible to replace the rubber bag with

the gasholder because the

mercury seal on the furnace will

not withstand any but very slikht differences of pressure.
Only 15 grams of the flux are used with this furnace on account
of the sma.11 size of the crucible.
Results.
A. Rock ($ gram samples of no. 1) and flux.
values of leak:

0.44, 0.49, 0.44, 0.60, 0.48.

mean: 0.48.
B. Rock, standard, and flux.

leak due to standard

mg. stamda.rd

leak

5.4

2.55

2.07

6.56xio- 12

5.7

2. 29

1.81

7.91

TT

8.4

3.22

2.74

7.70

~l

k

Mean value of k is 7.39:x:10-12
.
Ra d 1um
cont ent o f rock is l.18xl0 -12 grams RaI gram rock.
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c.

Stana.ard and. flux.

mg. standard

leak

k

8.5

2.33

9.2ox10- 12

14.0

4.52

7.79

If

2.72

7.59

ff

8.2

mean value ·of
k is 8.19xlo- 12 •

It will be seen that the results with the rock alone do
not agree with one another quite as well

~.s

corresponding

results with the nickel crucible furnace. The value of k obtained when the rock is present is noticeably lo·vver tham. that
obtained with the new furnace, indicating a more complete removal of the emanation (probably 'because a slightly higher
temperature is reached); but this advantage is over baianced
by the uncertainty and inconvenience of the method. The result
obtained for the radiQm content of the roek agrees very well

with that obtained by the new method.
6. Results of determinations of the radium content of rocks.
Description of samples investigated:
no. 1.

Biotite granite. Stream pebble from Arroyo Seco, Pasadena.

no. 2.

Pegmatite. Surface rock from region of Arrowhead Lake.
California. Collected at site of penetrating radiation
s
.
o 'be
rvat ions.
A.

no. 3.

Micaceous shale.

'I'his and the succeding samples are

from the core of an oil well in Southern California.

(Nell Balsa 36.)

no. 4.

Depth 2052 feet.

Micaceous shale. Depth 2248 feet.

22.

:no. 5.

Micaceous shale. Depth 2459 feet.

no. 6.

Sand.

no.

rz.

Depth 2659 feet.

Micaceous shale (foraminiferal). Depth 2852 feet.

Results:

sample no.

leak

1.

0.48

0.41

mean value of raaiu.rn content

.
-12
l.18xl0
grams Ra/gram rock.

0.44
0.42
2.

0.36
0.99

0.37
3.

0.37
0.40

4.

0.93

1f

0.43

YT

fT

0.15
0.17

7.

n

1.31

0.35
0.34

6.

1.04

0.49

0.48
5.

"

0.46
0.50

1.30

lf

23.

-et:.

DISCUSSIOJ.CAND. CONCLUSIO~.

The chief source of error and uncertainty in this experiment is in the standard, a.s can be seen by a comparison of
those results in which the standard is involved with those in
which a rock alone is present, the much greater concordance
of the latter "being evid.ent. '.Che cause of this un.certai-.,-ity

h.1.:.;lf of its emanation is lost to the ail?1, it is too much to

expect that the loss shoulc1 be constant for all samples of

the standard taken.

Also, the determination of the amount of

emanation lost by the standard involves the use of a subsiaiary standard (the stand.a.rd solution), increasing the chances
of error.

This trouble can be overcome by the preparation of a standard of loN emanating power.
and will be tested..
results greatly.

Such a standard has been prepared

It should increase the reliability of the

(It wa.s prepared by fusing a

~Irnighed

amount

of the standard ore with borax glass in the pr<hportio.as of
about 1:20, artd coarsely grinding the resulting mixture.)
~he

furnace and the absorption tdbe and gasholder behave

very satisfactorily, and only minor changes in them are suggested.

In

spi~e

of the use of potassium chlorate, the cru-

cible still shows some tendency to be disintegrated
sulphi~e-containing

by the

rocks, so that if determinations are to be

made on many such rocks it may be

a1visabl0 to us0 a glat-

i1mm crucible of th9 same desicn as the

nic~el

cruoihle.

2.1+. '
~
(.yt:...,/ ..

·:ihe process

of

hailing the

~:od.illrn

hydroxide solution ,rnu1d ·be

made easier· bJ enlarging Urn l'm11:1e :3t the end.s of the a1)sorp-

tion· tube.
Work will be done later on the use of

:1

dulf quartz fiber

elGctroscope in place of the present instrument.
that this vvill increase the sensitivity
&8

m.ukh1g the appa)r'a tus

,•mo re

It is hoped

mf the rnethorl as ;rell

portable.

Quartz insulation has 1Jeen foui(t to lJe bad for the reason

that it becomes a
fectly dry.

~oar

insulator unless its surfuve is per-

This condition is impossible to fulfill when air

iB conste.ntly being c1ravm into the electroscope, in S,Pite

of the use of C'trying tub0:::5.
am1)cr
r

In :future instruments, therefore,

insulation aill bt;; used.

In concluding. I wish to express my obligations to Mr.

RenE! Engel, who made the petrolosioal iJTITestigations of the
rock samples;

to Mr. Jul-ius Eearson 1 Nho assisted in design-

ing the furnace;

and to the Standar(l Oil Company of Calif or-

nia, whose financial assistance has made this research possible.
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(fote added after comuletion of thesis.)
A new calibration of the apparatus, using the new stan2.3

dard whose preparation is described on p. £-8 of the thesis.
was made.

The data cohcerning this standard are:
\I/eight of standard ore used

1.025 g.

Neight of mixture after fusion

20.1 g.

Therefore one centigram of the mixture contains
2.79xlo- 12 g. Ra.
Its emanating power, determined by the method described
in the thesis, is

2%.

It was allowed to stand over 30 days before use.

Using this standard and rook no. 1, the apparatus
was then calibrated.

(A determination of the leak pro-

duced by the rock alone was made, to test the constancy
of the apparatus; this gave the result 0.44, identical
with the mean value previously obtained.)

The

result~

of the calibration were;

wt. of std.

leak

leak due to std.

k

7.90 cg.

2. 99

2.55

8.48xlo- 12

9.85

fY

3.57

3.13

8.60

ff

4.90

"

2.00

1.56

8.59

n

12
The mean value of k is 8.56xl0g. Ra/division leak.

The individual values agree much better with one another than those of the previous calibration using the

standard o_re directly.

The mean differs from that pre-

viously obtained (8. 07xlo- 12 ) by 6f~. '1which is within the

range of 'Tariation of indivi(iual values obtained before.
the

We conclude tha.t"new IJl:/i standard
a greater degree of certainty and

~ctually does

~ccuracy

allow

than does the
2.3

stamlard ore itself, for reasons given in the thesis (p.£-e).
~he

results obtained with the rock samples investigated

should be corrected. to the new calibration. which can be

done by multiplying them by 1.06.

The corrected. results

are:

sample no.
1.

radium content
l.25xio- 12 grams ria/gram rock.

2.

1.05

If

n

TA:
......

1.10

"ff

n

4.

1.39

n

!T

5.

0.99

tr

"

6.

0.46

ff

"

7.

1.38

ff

ff

Plate 1.

Plate 4 .

c

D

.... ., .._,

4=i=-~

8

a

Si

A- Charging device.

B- Liercury 'DBnometer for determining 9re 3s 11re i"l electroscope .

c.. Elect rosco .:> e .

D- ::nl f electroscope ( ·1ot usea.) .
Gasholder .
F- Condenser.
G- Sodium ~ydroxide tube .
R- Fu r11ace.
.K- Cooling w~ter reservoir •
L- Sulphuric acid bulb.
11- ihos r horus pento~ide tube .

